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Abstract With the increasing number of real-world events that are originated and discussed
over social networks, event detection is becoming a compelling research issue. However, the
traditional approaches to event detection on large text streams are not designed to deal with a
large number of short and noisy messages. This paper proposes an approach for the early
detection of emerging hotspot events in social networks with location sensitivity. We consider
the message-mentioned locations for identifying the locations of events. In our approach, we
identify strong correlations between user locations and event locations in detecting the
emerging events. We evaluate our approach based on a real-world Twitter dataset. Our
experiments show that the proposed approach can effectively detect emerging events with
respect to user locations that have different granularities.

Keywords Emerging event detection . Location-based social networks . Short text clustering .

Synonym expansion . Conceptual similarity

1 Introduction

User Generated Content (UGC), such as micro-blog service, is now widely available. People
use it to connect each other on social media often via smart phones. Moreover, people may
track and share information about an event as it is happening. Sometimes an event can be
reported even before the mainstream media. For instances, the explosions at Boston Marathon
2013 and the death of the former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in April 20131

were reported by social media first. The events can be a variety, ranging from popular, such as
events concerning celebrities or political affairs, to local events, such as accidents, protests or
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natural disasters. In addition, social events could be anti-social, unlawful, or harmful to public
security. For instance, in August 2011, rioters used instant messaging and social network
services to have arranged meetings and agitated people across England. Emerging events such
as infectious diseases and cyberspace-initiated/plotted attacks/unrest need to be detected in
their early stages. Emerging events like natural disasters may need to be reported in real time
when they are observed by people. However, with large amount of short and noisy messages
currently available on social networks, it is difficult to filter and see-through posts manually
and monitor emerging events as they are unfolding. Therefore, having a mechanism that can
automatically perform this task in real time would be very beneficial to governmental
departments such as disaster-response and epidemic prevention departments.

Our interest is to understandwhere,when andwhat an event is happening (emerging) so to
detect its occurrence via the real-time monitoring on the social networks. Events are often
location-sensitive and knowing where an event occurs is as important as knowing when it
happens. More specifically, our research is focused on the emerging “hotspot” events, that is,
emerging events with respect to the locations and the participants of the events. We define that
a hotspot event is a tuple (location, time, topic) that a social network user is associated with
through the posting of a micro-blog.

In this paper, we proposed an approach called Location Sensitive Emerging Event Detec-
tion (LSED) in social networks. This approach is used to detect emerging hotspot events from
micro-blog messages that can help government or organizations prepare for and respond to
unexpected events. With the large range of events discussed on social networks, we may want
to know how many emerging hotspot events are likely to happen. However, it is difficult to
effectively and efficiently process a large number of noisy messages. The research challenges
of our study are: (1) how to effectively detect events in terms of keywords in micro-blogs? (2)
how to detect hotspot events (i.e., associate the message-mentioned location(s) to an event)?
and (3) how do we know a hotspot event is emerging?

In order to provide a complete coverage of the system, we produced an approach which has
five stages. Firstly, the pre-processing is performed to remove stop words and irrelevant data.
Secondly, we propose a clustering approach to automatically group the messages into events.
Thirdly, we propose a hotspot event detection method. Fourthly, emerging hotspot event
detection is performed. Finally, we develop a visualization model for representing emerging
events. Experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

This paper is an extended version of a conference paper that appeared as [26]. The key
additions of this journal version are summarized as follows. First, slang conversion is
considered to convert the abbreviations into proper English words to improve the performance
of the message similarity. Second, in order to improve the performance of short text clustering,
we utilized the synonym expansion and conceptual similarity of terms based on the semantic
information available from lexical resource calledWordNet [18]. Third, additional experiments
for a short message clustering evaluation are provided in order to show the improvement of
slang conversion, the synonym expansion and conceptual similarity of terms. Fourth,new
experiments for event detection evaluation are conducted. New baseline approach (i.e.,
EnBlogue approach [2]) is compared. We also compared our new approach (i.e., LSED
approach) with our previous approach (i.e., LEED approach) to illustrate the performance
improvement of our approach. Finally, the discussions are presented in Section 6.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is describes background and explains
the research problem. Section 3 considers related work. The architecture and algo-
rithms of our approach are presented in Section 4. The experiment results are shown
in Section 5. The evaluation discussions are provided in Section 6. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Section 7.
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2 Background and problem statements

In this section, we provide an overview of micro-blog background and data analysis related to
our work. We then give the problem statements of this research.

2.1 Background

A micro-blog message is a short text message such as a tweet that is restricted to 140 characters
and therefore is much more concise than a blog post. The Twitter data consists of tweet ID,
creating time, user ID, user location, tweet location, text content and the message-mentioned
locations. A tweet location is known when a user posts the message using a smart phone. An
example of Twitter data is shown in Table 1.

In this work, an “event” is something that occurs in a certain place during a particular
interval of time2. An event location is a place where the event will happen or is happening
while a topic location is a place that is included in the topic content. In the real-world, an event
location can also be a topic location, or they can be different from each other. In this research
we only consider the event locations. The topic locations are not considered exclusively, e.g.,
an “earthquake” location is both the topic as well as the event location. An emerging event is
an event that has a significantly increase in the number of messages but rarely has been posted
in the past. A hotspot event is an event where there is a strong association between event
location and user location. User location is the location where the message is sent from.
Message-referred location is the location mentioned in the message. It could be the event
location or other locations referred to within the messages.

In order to understand where the locations of messages are found in social media, we
conducted statistical studies. Firstly, we tried to understand the availability of the locations
within the micro-blogs. We used Twitter API3 to crawl the micro-blog datasets. Dataset 1 is
crawled from the messages sent by users around Brisbane Australia, from the dates 17 March
2012 to 25 March 2012 with 219,933 messages, while Dataset 2 is crawled from the messages
sent by users around the USA, from the dates 21 June 2012 and 27 June 2012, with 196,834
messages. The statistical information of locations from the two datasets is shown in Figure 1
and Table 2.

As we can see from Datasets 1 and 2, the user locations are divided into three types i.e.,
geo-tagged locations, user profile locations, and those implied by IP addresses (first three rows
in the Table 2). The majority of user locations come from user profiles; approximately 77 % of
Dataset 1 and 67 % of Dataset 2. Also from Datasets 1 and 2, we can see that the message-

Table 1 An example of Twitter data

Tweet id Created time User id User location Tweet location Content

1 2012-08-21 2285xxx Brisbane,
Australia

−27.480835,
153.030392

STOP THE CUTS: march on
Qld Parliament. Meet 5 pm at
King George Square,
Brisbane this Thursday 23rd

08:26:45

2 2012-08-21 1957xxx Queensland – Stop the Cuts Rally this afternoon 5 pm
King George. Square I’ll be there.
http://t.co/UqH3EMOl

08:32:55

2 http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/event?s=t
3 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1.1
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mentioned locations are only available within a small proportion of the micro-blogs and
appeared one or two times on average in the micro-blog messages. Our most important
observation on the locations of micro-blogs is that most of the micro-blog messages contain
only one geographical location while messages that contain more than one geographical
location constituted approximately 4 % of Dataset 1 and 7 % of Dataset 2 respectively. When
a location is mentioned in the micro-blog message, it can be either an event location or a topic
location.

In Table 3, we also tried to understand what the locations are used for in the messages’
contents.Dataset 3 is downloaded from G. R. Boynton, University of Iowa and consists of two
events: USA H1N14 and the Indonesia Earthquake5. Dataset 4 is crawled by using hashtag
“#qldvote” for Queensland Election 2012. As we can see from Datasets 3 and 4, the message-
mentioned locations are mostly the event locations with the confidence higher than 92 %. The
message-mentioned location can appear more than one time in the message. Examples are
shown as follows:

Message 1: “Earthquake hits Indonesia now!! #indonesia #quake”
Message 2: “tsunami in samoa, earthquake in indonesia....”

Our most important observation on the message-mentioned locations is that the more
frequent a message-mentioned location, the more likely it is the event location. Therefore,
we use message-mentioned locations to identify event location in our work.

4 http://ir.uiowa.edu/polisci_nmp/2/
5 http://ir.uiowa.edu/polisci_nmp/5/

Figure 1 The percentage of three different micro-blog message’s locations from two datasets
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2.2 Problem statements

The problem that we address in this paper is how to identify emerging events with location
sensitivity from a given set of micro-blog messages. We consider a set of messages where each
message is associated with an event. However, due to the characteristics of micro-blog
messages, several issues are listed as follows:

– Emerging events: people share various types of content such as conversation topics,
advertisements, events, opinion, and others. Our goal is to detect only emerging hotspot
events that are happening in particular area.

– Short text messages: the weighting scheme of micro-blog messages should differ from
traditional methods because the micro-blog message is very short and often does not
provide sufficient information. Abbreviations are also widely used in a message.

– Determination of number of events: with the large range of events discussed on social
networks, we do not know the number of events in advance. Traditional clustering
methods like K-means technique should determine the fixed number of clusters. It is
unsuitable for the real world system when dealing with dynamic topics or events.

We identify our emerging hotspot event detection problem as presented in Figure 2.
Consider a time-ordered micro-blog messagesM, each message includes message id, message
content, creating time, user id, user location and/or tweet location (i.e., geo-tagged). Given a
sliding windows size s and the number of previous time slots p at time t, our task is to detect
emerging hotspot events via the real-time monitoring of micro-blog messages M.

Table 3 The confidence of location mentioned in the content as event location

Data
set

Event Total no. of
msgs

Msgs contain
mentioned
location

#of time that
event location
occur

#of times
that other
locations
occur

Confidence of
location mentioned in
the content as event
location

#of
msgs

%

3 H1N1 958 79 8.25 73 6 92.41 %

Earthquake 801 798 99.66 846 37 100 %

4 QLD election
2012

629 87 13.83 86 1 98.85 %

Table 2 Statistics of messages that contain geographical location in contents

List Dataset1 Dataset2

#msgs % #msgs %

Messages with geo-tagged location 3,121 1.42 5,055 2.57

Messages with user profile location 170,334 77.45 132,661 67.40

Messages with IP address based location 46,478 21.13 59,118 30.03

Messages that contain geographical location in contents 16,875 7.67 19,529 9.92

Messages that contain geographical location in contents more than 1 location 744 4.41 1,337 6.85
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A sliding window manager is used to keep track of messages arriving in the approach.
The size of the sliding window depends on the user-given preference such as 1 h, 2 h or
6 h. The number of previous time slots needs to be specified. It is used to define history
data for computing the emergence of the event. Our approach consists of three core
methods:

– Micro-blog message clustering: given a time-ordered micro-blog messagesM, we aim to
automatically group messages M into the same cluster such that each cluster is associated
with only one event.

– Hotspot event detection: given the clusters C from previous stage, the hotspot event is
identified by finding the strong correlation between user locations and event locations.

– Emerging hotspot event detection: given the hotspot event clusters Ch, our task is to
detect an emerging hotspot event by observing changes in the popularity of event (i.e., the
number of messages in the event cluster).

3 Related work

3.1 Short text clustering

Text clustering plays an important role in application areas such as text mining, information
retrieval and search engines. However, traditional text clustering methods cannot be used
directly for short text messages like twitter messages because short texts often do not provide

Figure 2 Conceptual diagram of emerging event detection with location sensitivity
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sufficient statistical information for effective similarity measures and abbreviations are widely
used in a message. Banerjee et al. in [4] proposed a method to improve the accuracy of
clustering short texts by enriching the representation with additional features fromWikipedia6.
The titles of the retrieved Wikipedia articles are used as additional features. Wordnet is an
external resource which has been used for sense disambiguation of query terms, and then
added synonyms of query words to expand the query [3, 8, 15]. Hotho et al. in [10] and Wang
et al. in [27] proposed to incorporate synonyms fromWordnet into text representation and they
show that the extra features can improve text clustering quality. However, expanding every
term can increase processing time and the number of terms. It may also add noise to the term
vector and can decrease the performance of the clustering method.

Concept similarity based had been proposed for text classification [21] and text clustering
[11, 12]. Hu et al. in [11] proposed a framework to leverage the hierarchical, synonymy and
associative semantic relations from Wikipedia thesaurus. Wikipedia concept sets are used to
enhance clustering. This approach need to build a concept thesaurus based on the data
extracted fromWikipedia by themselves. Huang et al. in [12] presented an approach to cluster
documents using aWikipedia-based concept representation. The authors first create a concept-
based document representation by mapping the terms and phrases within documents to their
corresponding articles (or concept) in Wikipedia. Then, a similarity measure to evaluate the
semantic relatedness between concept sets for two documents is proposed. However,
Wikipedia themselves are not structured thesaurus asWordnet which make it difficult to handle
the problems of synonymy and polysemy. Moreover, both works focused on long documents
rather than short messages like micro-blog messages.

3.2 Event detection in social streams

Event detection on micro-blogs as a challenging research topic has been increasingly reported
recently [1, 5, 14, 16, 20, 25, 29]. A system for visualizing and summarizing events on Twitter
in real-time, namely TwitInfo, is proposed by Marcus et al. in [16]. The system detects events
for specific keywords search and provides an aggregate view of user sentiment. Events are
extracted by identifying temporal peaks in message frequency and by using weighted moving
average and variance to detect an outlier as an event.

Sayyadi et al. in [25] developed a new event detection algorithm by using a keyword graph
and community detection algorithm to discover events from blog posts. Keywords with low
document frequency are filtered. An edge is removed if it does not satisfy the conditions.
Communities of keywords are detected by removing the edges with a high betweenness
centrality score. However, the number of detected events depends on the threshold parameters
and there was no evaluation conducted. Ozdikis et al. in [20] proposed an event detection
method in Twitter based on the clustering of hashtags, the # symbol as used to mark keywords
or topics in Twitter, and applied a semantic expansion to message vectors. For each hashtag
the most similar three hashtags are extracted by using cosine similarity. A tweet vector with a
single hashtag is expanded with three similar hashtags and then used in the clustering process.
However, using messages with a single hashtag can suffer from the problem of ignoring all
messages that do not contain a hashtag. Also they did not implement any credibility filter in
order to decide whether a tweet is about an event or not.

6 http://en.wikipedia.org/
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3.3 Emerging topic detection in social networks

A significant amount of research has previously been conducted on emerging topic detection
[2, 6, 17]. Cataldi et al. presented the emerging topic detection on Twitter [6]. Their work used
aging theory to model the life cycle of each term. The importance of Twitter users is studied,
which represents an important weighting of contents. Emerging terms are identified within a
given time interval. Terms that frequently correlate with emerging terms are extracted and are
reported together as emerging topics. However, the system needs to compute user-authority
values for weighting term but it is difficult to collect complete user-network.

More recent work is presented by Alvanaki et al. in [2]. This approach tracks correlation of
tag pairs which contain at least one seed tag. The seed tags are selected from the current sliding
window based on term frequency. Emerging events are identified as top k highest shift scores
of tag pairs. However, the performance is highly sensitive to the selected seed tags. This
approach is based on clustering pairs of terms so this makes it very difficult to interpret the
results.

3.4 Location-based social network

The geographical scope of social networks content has been studied in the last decade.
TwitterStand has been proposed by Sankaranarayanan et al. in [24]. The 2,000 hand-
picked users of Twitter are used as seeders who are known to publish news. The online
clustering method is used to group the messages into the news topics. User location and
content location are used to locate geographic content from each news topic. To handle
noise, a pre-processing step is added which classifies each message as being about news
or not by using a Naïve Bayes classifier. However, this approach relies on having
labelled data to train classifiers and the results rely on hand-picked users. Moreover,
there was no evaluation conducted.

Watanabe et al. proposed a real-time local-event detection system [28]. Local events are
detected by using geo-tagged (latitude and longitude) from Twitter data. The place name is
extracted from check-in messages such as xtit “I’m at Time Square”. The researches searched
for non-geo-tagged messages which contained a distinct place name and allocated a geo-
tagged to the location. However, the results relied on the number of geo-tagged data they had.
It is also difficult to determine the location when more than one location have the same place
name such as the restaurant chains (e.g., “I’m at McDonald’s”) or supermarket chains (e.g.,
“I’m at Coles Supermarket”).

4 Proposed approach

In order to provide a complete coverage of emerging hotspot event detection we proposed our
approach which has five stages as presented in Figure 3. The following information provides
details of each stage.

4.1 Data pre-processing for events detection

4.1.1 Pre-processing

In dealing with micro-blog messages, the message is short and often noisy. In order to improve
the quality of our dataset and the performance of the subsequent steps, the pre-processing was
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designed to ignore common words that carry less important meaning than keywords and to
remove irrelevant data e.g., re-tweet keyword, web address and message-mentioned username.
A micro-blog loader is developed to collect the Twitter data from public users via the Twitter
API service. Web addresses and single character words are removed from the messages. We
also remove the keyword RT(“ReTweet”) and the message-mentioned username, such as
“@Sayan” from the message. Next, the messages are converted into lower case.

4.1.2 Slang conversion

In general, twitter messages are informally written and often contain grammatically incorrect
text with misspellings and abbreviations. For example, the word “tomorrow” can be “2ma”,
“2maro”, “2mmrw”, “2mo”, “2mora”, “2moro”, “2morow”, “2morro”, “2morrow”,
“2moz”, “2mozz”, “2mro”, “2mrw”, “2mw”, or “2mz”. In a traditional bag-of-words model
each slang word is treated as a different feature but in fact, they should represent the same
word. Our aimis to convert the abbreviations into proper English words to improve the
performance of the message similarity in the next step.

We downloaded the Internet slang dictionary from http://www.noslang.com and stored this
in the database. Examples of slang words are shown in Table 4. For each term except url,
hashtag and mentions in Twitter message, we search for it in the slang dictionary database and
convert it into a proper English word. In order to handle extensions like “goooood”,
“gooooodddd” and “yesssss”, we replace consecutive occurrences of the same letter (if
more than three occurrences) with a single or double identical letters. For example, the word

Figure 3 Architecture of LSED system
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“goooood” will be replaced with “god” and “good”. Finally, the stop words are removed and
all words are converted into a seed word (stemming word) by using Lucene 3.1.0 Java API7.
All messages after being pre-processed are stored in the database. In order to illustrate the
performance improvement, the experiment results will be shown in Section 5.

4.2 Text stream clustering for event detection

4.2.1 Micro-blog message clustering

The problem that we address in this section is how to group a set of micro-blog messages
into a cluster. We consider a set of messages where each message is associated with an
event. With the large range of events discussed on social networks, we do not know the
number of events/clusters in advance. Traditional clustering methods like K-means
technique should determine the fixed parameter of k (i.e., the number of clusters). It is
unsuitable for the real world system when dealing with dynamic topics or events. In
other words, our approach requires no prior knowledge of the number of events.
Therefore, hierarchical clustering is used in our approach.

In this stage, we aim to automatically group messages into the same event. We also need a
fast and efficient message clustering system to overcome the problem of the high arrival rate of
messages. In order to deal with the high incoming rate of messages, we use a sliding window
manager to keep track of messages arriving in the system. The size of the sliding window can
be defined as the number of messages or time interval. In our case, we use time intervals such
as one hour, two hours or one day depending on the user-given preference. Additionally, the
number of previous time slots needs to be specific because it is not necessary to consider the
complete usage history of data to compute the emergence of the event.

In order to find the best representation of term weight for tweet messages, we compare four
different term weight formulas (i.e., Term frequency, Augmented Normalized Term Frequency
[23], TFIDF [23], and Smooth-TFIDF [19]). We also compare four different similarity
functions (i.e., Jaccard index, Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance and Cosine similarity)
for finding the best similarity function. To evaluate an effective clustering method, we
manually label 15,852 tweets into 17 topics. We evaluate our algorithm by using pair-wise
precision, recall and F1-score. Our preliminary experiments will be shown in Section 5. The
clustering method performs well when using the augmented normalized term frequency and

7 http://lucene.apache.org

Table 4 Examples of the Internet slang dictionary

Proper English word Slang words

Between b/t, b/w, btwn

Busy bizi, buszay, bz, bzy, bzzy

Hacker h4x0r, h4xor, h4xr, h4xx0rz, h4xxor, hax0r, haxer, haxor, haxxor,
haxxzor, haxz0r, haxzor, xor

Hate h8, h8t, h8te, hait, heyt

Tomorrow 2ma, 2maro, 2mmrw, 2mo, 2mora, 2moro, 2morow, 2morro,
2morrow, 2moz, 2mozz, 2mro, 2mrw, 2mw, 2mz

Tonight 2night, 2nite, 2nyt
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cosine similarity function. Therefore, we calculate the weight wi,t of term t in message i by
using augmented normalized term frequency:

wi;t ¼ 0:5þ 0:5� t f i;t
t f maxi

ð1Þ

where tfi,t is the term frequency value of the term t in message i, tfi
max is the highest term

frequency value of the message i.
The cosine similarity function is used to calculate the similarity between the existing cluster

and the new message:

ContentSim m; cð Þ ¼
X

i
wm;ti � wc;ti

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

j
w2
m;t j

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
j
w2
c;t j

q ð2Þ

where m is a message, c is a cluster centroid, and wm;ti is the weight of term ti in message m.
We use a clustering method called leader-follower clustering [7]. Message cluster-

ing is executed when the timestamp of the coming message is greater than the sliding
window size. Our approach keeps history clusters within previous time slots to
decrease time of computation. Every new message is compared with previous clusters.
The algorithm creates a new cluster for the message if there is no cluster whose
similarity to the message is greater than threshold. We use a centroid representation of
the cluster because centroid is agglomerative, using the mean which

trades memory use for speed of clustering. We set the threshold to 0.2 based on our
experiments. In the final step, we find the most similar pair of clusters and merge
them into the same cluster. In order to find the most similar cluster, we calculate
cosine similarity and conceptual similarity between two clusters. If the combined
similarity value exceeds the margin threshold, we merge them. The clusters which
contain more than one message are selected as candidate event clusters. The short text
clustering algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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4.2.2 Keywords expansion via WordNet

In micro-blog messages, it is possible that people may use different words when they are
talking about the same thing, for example, the word “earthquake” can be “quake”, “temblor”
or “seism”. The example messages are shown below.

Message 1: “OMG!! earthquake attacks indonesia!! #indonesia”
Message 2: “#quake is still happening in #Indonesia :(I wonder when it ends.”

It can be improved by better utilizing the semantic information available from lexical
resources such as WordNet [18]. In order to improve the performance of short text clustering,
we use the synonym expansion method for improving the accuracy of micro-blog message
clustering focused on enriching short text representation. We use the keywords list with
WordNet to expand the initial text representation. WordNet assigns words of English language
to sets of synonyms called “synsets”. It separates the data into four databases associated with
the categories of verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs. In this research, we only expand the
nouns and verbs. We downloaded the WordNet Dictionary databaseootnote http://wordnet.
princeton.edu and used the Java library called the MIT Java WordNet Interface8 (JWI) to
access the WordNet electronic dictionary. To complete the above example, the keyword
“earthquake” will be expanded as follow.

V1: {earthquake [quake, temblor, seism] (0.75), attack (0.75), indonesia (1.00)}
V2: {quake [earthquake, temblor, seism] (1.00), happen (1.00), indonesia (1.00), wonder

(1.00), end (1.00)}

The vectors V1 and V2 have a cosine similarity of 0.837, which is higher than the value of
0.307 achieved without synonym expansion. However, not all of the keywords are expanded.
Expanding every term can increase processing time and the number of terms. It may also add
noise to the term vector. According to our experiments, the keywords list consists of the top x
percent keywords based on their augmented normalized term frequency score. Our tests show
that when x=20 it renders the best performance. Therefore, in this paper, we select 20 % of the
top keywords to be expanded.

4.2.3 Concept similarity computing for cluster merging method

Bag of words (BoW) and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) are commonly
used for document classification, document clustering. However, words are limited for short
texts like micro-blog messages. The clustering performance is relied on the similarity measure
of message pairs. Therefore, finding an precise similarity measure is important for improving
short messages clustering performance.

In order to reduce the number of duplicate clusters (or events), we propose cluster similarity
measure with a conceptual similarity. Enriching the term with concepts by introduce more
general concepts extracted from WordNet (called Hypernym) can help identifying related
topics. A cluster c is represented by a combination of concept sets of all messages in cluster
c. However, not all the terms are extracted their concepts. Extending every terms may add
noise to our approach. Therefore, the 20 % of the top terms (selected from Section 2) are
extracted the concepts of cluster c. Given two clusters ci and cj, the Jaccard similarity function

8 http://projects.csail.mit.edu/jwi/api/
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is used to calculate the conceptual similarity between two clusters. Their conceptual similarity
is defined as:

ConceptSim ci; c j
� � ¼ Cci∪Cc j

�� ��
Cci∩Cc j

�� �� ð3Þ

where Cci is a concept set of a cluster ci and Cc j is a concept set of a cluster cj. We then define
the overall similarity between two clusters as a linear combination of the message content
similarity and conceptual similarity.

CSim ci; c j
� � ¼ 1−λð ÞContentSim ci; c j

� �þ λConceptSim ci; c j
� � ð4Þ

where λ is a parameter that we set to 0.7 based on our experiments. However, if the concept of
a given cluster cannot identify we only compute content similarity (i.e., CSim(ci,cj)=
ContentSim(ci,cj)). For the function ContentSim(), we use a centroid of the cluster to compute
the content similarity between two clusters. The algorithm merges two clusters if the overall
similarity (CSim(ci,cj)) is greater than threshold (merge_threshold). We set the merge_thresh-
old to 0.4 based on our experiments. Moreover, the clustering component may affect the final
detection results so text clustering evaluation will be assessed. The experiment results of this
stage will be shown in Section 5.

4.3 Hotspot event identification

From the previous stage results, all clusters cannot be assigned as event clusters because they
can be private conversations, advertisements or others. In this step, we focus on how to
identify the hotspot event clusters. According to event definition, a cluster will be assigned as
the event cluster if we can extract the event location from the message contents in the cluster. A
cluster also will be identified as the hotspot event if there is strong correlation between the
event location and the user location. In order to understand what is going on we also need to
extract a set of keywords to represent event topic.

The tasks are divided into two parts; to find a correlation between the event location and
user location in the cluster, and to extract the event topic.

4.3.1 Find a correlation between the event location and user location

In order to calculate a correlation score, for each cluster we need to extract the user locations
and event location first. Then, we calculate the correlation scores between user locations and
event locations for identifying the hotspot event.

User location extraction: we can extract user location from the geo-tagged information
and the user profile. The geo-tagged information is generated from smart phone applications
while the other one is the free format text which the user fills in the user profile. For those users
who can post messages from different locations, for a given message we use geo-tagged
information to locate user location firstly, because it can provide the precise location of the
user. In order to convert a latitude/longitude pair into an address, we use Google Maps API9. If
geo-tagged information is not available we use user location in the user profile to query the
Gazetteer database, the database of geographic locations, for acquiring the locationâ€™s
address. Finally, if neither of them is available we set user location equal to “World”. For

9 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/
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the Gazetteer database, we downloaded a list of geographic locations from GeoNames10 and
stored a local copy of the Gazetteer in a database.

Event location extraction: we find all terms or phrases which reference geographic
location (e.g. country, state and city) from tweet contents. Since the location extraction from
text is one of the challenging problems of this research area, in this paper we simply extract the
message-mentioned locations via Named Entity Recognition (NER). We use the Stanford
Name Entity Recognizer [13] to identify locations within the messages. We also use the
Part-of-Speech Tagging for Twitter which is introduced in [9] to extract proper nouns. We
use an extracted terms query into the Gazetteer database to obtain candidate locations of the
event. We find the most probable location of the event using the frequency of each location in
the cluster. Based on our observation in Section 2, the location which has the highest frequency
is assigned as the event location.

Finding the correlation between event location and user location: a correlation score is
computed by comparing the level of location granularity. The granularity level is defined as
“Country >State>City> PlaceName”. We assign scores for each level if both of them have the
same value. The equation is shown below:

CorrelateScore ¼ α1 F uCountry; eCountryð Þð Þ þ α2 F uState; eStateð Þð Þ
þα3 F uCity; eCityð Þð Þ þ α4 F uPlace; ePlaceð Þð Þ ð5Þ

where α1—α4 are the weight of granularity levels, α1=α2=α3=α4=0.25, uCountry,uState,
uCity and uPlace are user location, eCountry,eState,eCity and ePlace are event location, and
F(x,y)=1; if x=y and the higher granularity level has the same value otherwise F(x,y)=0.

To identify which cluster is a hotspot event, the LocScore is computed. The range of
LocScore is 0 to 1. It will be used to compute emerging score in the next section and the top k
ranking emerging hotspot events will be selected. The LocScore of cluster c is defined as:

LocScorec ¼
X

u∈U
CorrelateScoreu

Uj j ð6Þ

where |U| is the number of users who post messages in cluster c.

4.3.2 Event topic extraction

In order to understand what the event cluster is about, we need to find the set of keywords to
represent the event topic. Our intuition is that keywords co-occur when there is a meaningful
topical relationship between them. To extract the set of co-occurring keywords, firstly we create a
directed, edge-weighted graph. The edge is created if the correlation weight between the two terms
exceeds the threshold. The threshold is defined as the average of correlation weights in the cluster.

We adopt the smoothed correlation weight function which is introduced in [22], to calculate
the semantic correlation weight between terms. The function is shown below:

ck;z ¼ log
nk;z þ nk

N

� �
= nz−nk;z þ 1
� �

nk−nk;z þ nk
N

� �
= N−nk−nz þ nk;z þ 1
� �

0
B@

1
CA ð7Þ

where nk is number of posts containing term k, nz is number of posts containing term z, nk,z is
number of posts containing the terms k and term z, while N is the total number of posts.

10 http://www.geonames.org
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We identify the event topic by extracting the Strongly Connected Components (SCCs) from
the graph. In the case of SCCs’ extraction, if the number of SCCs is more than one sub-graph
we calculate the sum of edge weights on each SCC sub-graph. The SCC which has the highest
score is defined as an event topic.

4.4 Emerging hotspot event detection

As our research interest is to detect emerging hotspot events, all events from the previous stage
are not assigned as emerging hotspot events. According to our definition of emerging event
described in Section 2, we find the event that has significantly increased in the amount of
messages but has rarely been posted in the previous time slots. A burst in data is one technique
for detecting emerging events. It is calculated by comparing the number of messages in the
current time slot with the mean and the standard deviation of the number of messages in the
previous time slots. Any data point which is higher than the sum of the mean and two standard
deviations can be considered as an emerging point. Emerging event detection algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2.

In order to compute an emerging score for a given event’s cluster we calculate the mean and
the standard deviation of the number of messages in the previous time slots. If the number of
messages in the current time slot is greater than the sum of the mean and two standard
deviations, we calculate the emerging score of this event. The emerging score of the event e in
the current slot is computed by the following equation:

EmergScoree ¼ 1þ LocScoreeð Þ � Ne

Meanprev þ 2SDprev

� � ð8Þ

where LocScoree is the location score of event e, Ne is the number of messages of event e in the
current time slot andMeanprev and SDprev are the mean and standard deviation of the number of
messages in the previous time slots of the given event, respectively. The (1+LocScore) is used
to boot up EmergScore in case the values of the second part in the Eq. 8 of two events are the
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same. The events that have stronger correlation between event location and user location will
have a higher EmergScore than other one.

To detect emerging hotspot events in different location granularity e.g., state and city, we
firstly segment event clusters into user’s location groups according to location granularity and
follow all of the steps above.

4.5 Visualization

For usability and understanding issues of visualizing the model, we designed a dashboard to
display an event. We use a motion chart11 to represent a specific emerging hotspot event in
different areas and the period of time. Examples of a motion chart is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Both figures present an emerging event called “Tropical storm Debby” in different States in
the US during 21 June 2012 to 27 June 2012. Figure 4 shows a given emerging hotspot event
within a time period (x-axis is the number of messages were posted; y-axis is the number of
users who post messages; colour represents location and bubble size is the emerging score).
The bar chart is shown in Figure 5 where y-axis is the number of users who post messages or
the number of messages was posted in each day.

Google Map12 is used to represent the top k emerging hotspot events for a specific location
and time. The top five emerging events in the US on 25 June 2012 are shown in Figure 6. As
we can see from the figure, the top two events are related to the same event in Florida State
which were talking about “Tropical storm Debby”.

All emerging events in the US are presented via Annotated Time Line Chart13, an
interactive time series line chart with optional annotations provided by Google API.

11 http://code.google.com/apis/chart/interactive/docs/gallery/motionchart.html

Figure 4 Example of a motion chart of Debby Storm event in different locations

12 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/examples
13 https://google-developers.appspot.com/chart/interactive/docs/gallery/annotatedtimeline
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Events are shown in Figure 7 for each day (represented by letters A to Z). The
number of messages is presented for each event. An event name is represented by a
keywords list described in 2.

Figure 6 Geo-map presents the top five emerging hotspot events in the US on 25/6/2012

Figure 5 Example of a bar chart of Debby Storm event in different locations
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5 Experiments and evaluation

To evaluate our approach, we firstly assess the clustering method because the clustering
component may affect the final detection results of our approach. Next, we evaluate the
performance of event detection results.

5.1 Clustering method evaluation

In order to find the best solution of micro-blog message clustering, we manually label 15,852
messages from Twitter which belong to 17 events. We evaluate our algorithm by using Pair-
wise Precision, Recall and F1-score.

Pairwiseprecision ¼ T∩Cj j
Cj j ð9Þ

Pairwiserecall ¼ T∩Cj j
Tj j ð10Þ

PairwiseF1Score ¼ 2� Pairwiseprecision � Pairwiserecall
Pairwiseprecision þ Pairwiserecall

ð11Þ

where T is the true clusters, C is system generated clusters, |T| is number of pairs of messages
that are in the same group in T, |C| is number of pairs of messages that are in the same group in
C, and |T∩C| is number of pairs of messages that are in the same group in both T and C.

Table 5 Clustering results compared against different term weights with cosine similarity

Method Precision % Recall % F1 score %

Tweet contents with TF 98.90 19.30 32.40

Tweet contents with Smoothed TFIDF 99.70 17.20 29.40

Tweet contents with TFIDF 99.31 25.22 40.23

Tweet contents with Augmented Normalized TF 55.09 45.82 50.03

Tweet contents with Augmented Normalized TF + slang converting 71.49 97.13 82.36

Figure 7 Annotated time line chart shows emerging events in the US between 21 and 27 June 2012
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Table 5 shows the clustering results with different term weights. As we can see from
Table 5, using augmented normalized term frequency and slang conversion can effectively
group micro-blog messages into the same cluster better than other methods.

We also try to improve our clustering method by using the synonym expansion and
conceptual similarity method from WordNet. We try to find out how many keywords need
to be expanded to obtain the best performance. Table 6 shows the clustering results with
different numbers of keywords to be expanded. Our experiments show that when the top 20 %
of keywords are expanded it renders the best result with F1Score=94.68%. For cluster
merging method, Table 7 shows that the combination between content similarity and concep-
tual similarity can improve the clustering performance with F1 Score equal to 96.56%.

5.2 Event detection evaluation

In order to evaluate our approach, we use the search API from Twitter to collect the messages
sent by users around the USA, from the dates 21 June 2012 and 27 June 2012—this comprised
196,834 messages. Since no ground-truth labels are available for us on realistic events within
the data collection period, we manually search local news from Google to check the events
detected by our system. It is impractical to manually label the overly large number of tweets in
the dataset. We follow the definition of Precision used in [29] with minor changes, which is
defined as follows:

Precision ¼ detected realworld local events

total detected realworld events
ð12Þ

However, Recall was not defined in [29] because it is not feasible to enumerate all the real-
life events which happened in the dataset. Therefore, we follow the definition of Recall used in

Table 6 Clustering results with the different number of expanded keywords

Percent of keywords expansion Precision % Recall % F1 score %

Without expansion 71.49 97.13 82.36

10 97.69 89.01 93.15

20 97.64 91.90 94.68

30 97.66 91.72 94.60

40 97.23 87.07 91.87

50 97.22 85.25 90.84

60 95.44 88.49 91.83

70 97.11 83.60 89.85

80 97.32 83.23 89.73

90 96.96 77.63 86.23

100 96.65 74.56 84.18

Table 7 Comparison of clustering results with and without cluster merging

Method Precision % Recall % F1 score %

Without cluster merging 97.64 91.90 94.68

With cluster merging 97.53 95.61 96.56
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[14], which is defined as the number of distinct realistic local events detected from the dataset.
Note that, more than one detected event can relate to the same real-world event, then they are
considered correct in terms of precision but only one event is considered in counting recall.

Recall ¼ no distinct realworld local events ð13Þ
We compare the performance of our approach with three baselines; KeyGraph approach

described in [25], Semantic Expansion of Hashtags approach described in [20], and EnBlogue
approach described in [2]. We also compare with our previous work (i.e., LEED) described in
[26] in order to see how well slang word conversion, synonym expansion and conceptual
similarity of terms improve our results. Three baselines are described as follows:

– KeyGraph approach uses a graph of extracted terms where nodes are the terms and edges
between the nodes are formed when those terms co-occur in a document. The researchers
apply community analysis techniques to the graph adapted from social network theory to
discovery events. The source code of this approach is provided in their project14.

– Hashtags approach is a co-occurrence based method for identifying the semantic
relationships among the hashtags. This method uses only the hashtags in Twitter mes-
sages to generate document vectors and applies a lexico-semantic expansion on hashtags
to document vectors. For each hashtag, the researchers count the co-occurrences of
hashtags with non-hashtags words in Twitter messages and generate co-occurrence
vectors. The top three hashtags which have the highest cosine similarity scores are
selected to expand in a document vector and then used in the clustering process. Set of
hashtags is reported as an event. Twitter messages with a single hashtag are used in this
approach.

– EnBlogue approach is the correlation between two tags which indicate an emerging
topic. Tag is a simple annotation to a document explicitly given, or name entities extracted
from the document. For Twitter messages, tags are hashtags and named-entities like
people, organization and places found in the messages. Seed tags are selected based on
popularity. For each tag pair that contains at least one seedtag, the researches keep track
of their correlations. Next, they detect shift on related tag pairs to identify emerging
events. In the final step, two tag pairs are merged in the same group if they co-exist in
80 % of the messages.

According to the limitation of our collected data, we set the sliding window size to six hours
and previous time slots to three blocks in order to compute emerging events. The value of these
parameters depends on the user preference. We present the results of the experiments in
Table 8. It can be seen that our approach can effectively detect emerging hotspot events with
a precision of 0.973 which is significantly larger than the baselines. In other words, the
correlation between user location and event location can filter non real-world event clusters
out of our system. Our approach can also detect a larger number of real-world local events (90
distinct events) than the baselines. By applying slang conversion, synonym expansion and
conceptual similarity of terms to provide a rich semantic context for measuring message
similarity can reduce the number of duplicated real-world events and improve the results of
the clustering method.

14 http://keygraph.codeplex.com
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6 Discussions

In this study, our results show that by considering the correlation between user location and
event location can help to detect real-world events from micro-blog messages better than the
three baseline approaches. The discussion of each approach is described as follows.

The researchers in KeyGraph approach used the traditional TFIDF for term weighting.
However, the TFIDF is not designed to deal with a very short text and noisy data. As we can
see in Table 5, the TFIDF is not performing well in this circumstance. Their approach is also
sensitive to the parameter setting which affects the performance of the approach. The param-
eters consist of the minimum number of documents that contain each keyword, minimum
number of co-occurring keywords in the same document, minimum cluster node size, and
maximum cluster node size. Nodes and edges of graph are filtered out according to these
parameters. According to our experiment, a lot of nodes and edges are removed because they
are not meeting the conditions. In our experiment we use the default setting which is given for
them.

Both Hashtags approach and EnBlogue approach rely on using hashtags in a document.
Hashtags approach uses only documents that contain single hashtags while EnBlogue ap-
proach uses all documents. These two approaches suffer from the problem of ignoring all
documents that do not contain a hashtag. Hashtags approach also ignores messages which
contain more than one hashtag such as,

Tropical Storm Debby spawns fatal tornado in Florida, drenches coast http://t.co/
ZeI7bGjt #cnn #florida #hurricaine #debby

According to our experiments, approximately 70 % of messages do not contain any
hashtags. Also, a lot of hashtags are not related to the real-world events such as
#autofollowback, #FF (FollowFriday), #birthdaywish, #iloveyousomuch and etc. According

Table 8 Detection results of LSED againt baseline methods in Country level

Method # of
detected
events

# of real-life
events (A)

# of real-life
local events (B)

# of distinct
real-life events

# of distinct real-
life local events

Precision
(B/A)

Recall

KeyGraph 54 23 20 15 12 0.870 12

Hashtags 949 23 21 17 13 0.913 13

EnBlogue 1024 220 190 121 82 0.864 82

LEED 151 121 117 95 90 0.967 90

LSED 136 112 109 94 90 0.973 90

Table 9 Sample of top 5 events detected by KeyGraph approach on 25/06/2012

Detected events Description

1) Thunder,spawns,stalls,tropical,
storm, tornadoes,threatened

Tropical Storm Debby stalls in Gulf of Mexico

2) Park,police,office Police officer shot dead at jazz concert in Denver park

3) Truck,sell,right City’s red fire trucks to be transformed into billboards

4) Township,vehicle,south,unknown Vehicle accident, Hempfield and Manheim Township

5) Alarm,calories,brush,burn,acres Brush fire burns 50 acres on Kent Island
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to the above reasons, Hashtags approach can only detect 23 real-world events while the rest of
them are not.

In EnBlogue approach, they also combine Name Entity Recognition (NER) with the
hashtags. NER is used for extracting entities like people, organizations and places in the
documents. The extraction result relies on the service they used. Even though this approach
can detect more real-world events, it still suffers from non-related event hashtags that can
increase the number of non-real world event clusters. Moreover, this approach detects more
duplicated events than our approach, such as “the Tropical storm Debby” event. The sample
event clusters are included “#debby, gulf, florida”, “#debby, #gulfcoast, #tropicalstorm”,
“#debby, fla, gulf coast, florida”, “florida, gulf of mexico”and etc. The tag pairs are not
grouped to the same event because their co-exist in less than 80 % of the messages (according
to their threshold parameter).

For our approach, we choose to deal with entire messages, instead of single or pairs of
words. Our approach is about detecting emerging stories not emerging words because mapping
clusters of words to real-world events is a very difficult and subjective task. For example, the
group of keywords “Obama, Romney” can be the debate event or the poll result in many
States or a discussion of the election campaign or even, any topic related to “Obama” and
“Romney” in the US election 2012, which are hard to interpret.

Moreover, our approach can achieve high Precision score because it can filter out non-real
world event clusters. Most of non-real world event clusters do not contain event locations. For
example, the cluster which contains hashtag t“#FF” (i.e., FollowFriday) is emerging only on
Friday and it will be removed from our approach because it does not contain the event location
mentioned in the cluster. However, using slang conversion failed in resolving ambiguity such
as the word “cm”, it can be “come” or “centimetre”. For illustration purposes, we present
examples of detected events on 25/06/2012 of the baseline approaches in Tables 9, 10 and 11.
Table 12 presents our top five detected events during 21 June 2012 to 27 June 2012. However,

Table 10 Sample of top 5 events detected by Hashtags approach on 25/06/2012

Detected events Description

1) #dead,#ifeelstupid,#oomf,#whydidiwakeup Not real-world event

2) #favouritemoviequote,#favouritemoviequotes,#hawt, #thingsidliketohear Not real-world event

3) #dead,#forreal,#oomf,#simperingbitch Not real-world event

4) #mybad,#sleepingdisorder,#weupallnight,#whatreallyturnmeon Not real-world event

5) #Debby,#debbie,#dc,#phillies Tropical Storm Debby

Table 11 Sample of top 5 events detected by EnBlogue approach on 25/06/2012

Detected events Description

1) #debby,florida,gulf of mexico, hurricaine,tropical
storm debby

Tropical Storm Debby

2) Detroit free press,#obama,#romney, michigan Polls about Obama and Romney in Michigan (not
real world event)

3) #debby,#gulfcoast,tropicalstorm Tropical Storm Debby (related to event 1)

4) #debby,fla,gulf coast,florida Tropical Storm Debby (related to event 1)

5) Firefighters,philly,fireflames,housefire,
onealarm,police,riversident,smokedout

Riverside NJ fire - Philadelphia
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Table 12 Sample of top 5 events detected by the LSED approach between 21 and 27 June 2012 in Country level

Detected events Description

Date: 21/6/2012

1) Chief, fire, martin, polic, shoot, trayvon Police chief fired over Trayvon Martin shooting

2) Hold, rebel, syrian, talk, weapon, ya Syrian rebels hold talks with US over weapons

3) American, fisher, mark, photograph Not real-world event

4) Affect, ariza, emeka, okafor, plan, trade,
trevor, washington

Not real-world event

5) Flight, kid, morgantown, take Kids take flight over Morgantown

Date: 22/6/2012

1) 26, afghan, die, fight, forc, hotel, kabul,
taliban, time, york

26 die as Afghan Forces fight Taliban at Hotel near Kabul

2) 2012, act, birmingham, fest, goon, jamz Jamz Fest In Birmingham

3) Believ, coyot, fairfield, pet, respons, seri Coyotes believed responsible for series of missing pets in
Fairfield

4) 34th, amber, brunmeier, kalamazoo, klassic 34th Kalamazoo Klassic

5) 2012, champion, heat, miami, nba NBA match

Date: 23/6/2012

1) Cheney, dc, famili, legal, marri, rejoic The Cheney family rejoices as Mary is finally able to
legally marry in DC

Date: 24/6/2012

1) Avoid, destini, fontain, jean, meet, person Not real-world event

2) Advisori, atlant, debbi, storm, tropic Announce to prepare for Tropical storm Debby in Atlanta

3) Citi, detroit, feel, hard, love, straight, world Not real-world event

Date: 25/6/2012

1) Behold, dalla, debbi, editor, storm, tropic A tropical storm named Debbie, headed for Dallas

2) Debbi, florida, gulf, move,slowli, soak, storm,
tropic

Moving Slowly in Gulf,Tropical Storm Debby Soaks
Florida (Related to event 1)

3) Accid, buse, circl, injuri, involv, metro, report,
washington

Accident Washington Circle 2 Metro buses involved.

4) Doppler, indic, lightn, nyc, rotat, storm,
thunder, trenton

Storm from Trenton to NYC

5) Accid, close, delay, lane, mm133, potenti,
stafford

Accident at MM133 in Stafford Co

Date: 26/6/2012

1) Dalla, debbi, prayer, storm, tropic Prayer to tropical Storm Debby

2) Accid, avenu, brentwood, inbound, lane Accident in Brentwood, New York

3) Beach, debbi, englewood, mexico, move,
slow, storm

Tropical storm Debby move slowly to Englewood, Florida

4) Accid, close, delay, fairfax, lane, mm174 Accident at MM174 lane in Fairfax

5) Alarm, condo, fire, live, look, reston Apartment fire in Reston

Date: 27/6/2012

1) Colorado, feroci, fire, flee, spring Thousands flee ferocious fire in Colorado Springs

2) Bomb, cargo, nuclear, shipment, terrorist The cargo containers arriving on ships from foreign
ports offer terrorists

3) 1200, alarm, baltimor, block, fire, street,
tune, west

2-alarm fire in the 1200 block of West Baltimore Street

4) Colorado, debbi, extrem, fan, fire, florida A tropical storm Debby in Colorado

5) Accid, clear, mm78, richmond Accident at MM78 in Richmond
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only one event is detected on 23/06/2012 and three events are detected on 24/06/2012 from our
approach.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, an approach namely LSED, to automatically detect emerging hotspot events with
location sensitivity over micro-blogs is developed. The goal of our approach is to effectively
detect emerging hotspot events by utilizing real-time micro-blog messages and location infor-
mation (i.e., user location and event location). Our contributions are summarized as follows:

– An effective method to detect the emerging hotspot events is proposed.
– An approach to correlate user location with event location in order to establish a strong

correlation between them is proposed to identify hotspot events.
– An algorithm is designed for slang conversion, synonym expansion and conceptual

similarity to provide a rich semantic context for measuring message similarity to improve
clustering results.

– An effective evaluation for event detection on a real-world Twitter dataset with different
granularities of locations is performed.

Our experiments are performed against three baseline approaches. The results show that our
approach is effective in detecting emerging hotspot events. In future work, further improve-
ments are needed with respect to the use of Gazetteer in our approach in the granularity of
locations and the speed of processing. Other on-line clustering methods will be compared on
the effectiveness of grouping the messages into events. The algorithms on Geospatial Named
Entities Recognition will be further studied to improve location extraction from social network
messages.
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